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ASSOCIATE
Service providers who have completed their training and are Board certified and or licensed. They work
closely with a Master Director, to learn from the very best of our talented staff.

LEVEL 1
STYLIST / NAIL TECHNICIAN / MASSAGE THERAPIST / ESTHETICIAN
During the few first years at Transformations, our service providers continue to develop their skills
through education from the very best artists and professionals in the salon and spa industry. They must
also complete and qualify for our Skills Certification Program.

LEVEL 2
DESIGNER STYLIST / DESIGNER NAIL TECHNICIAN / MASSAGE THERAPIST / ESTHETICIAN
These service providers have made a long term commitment to perfect their craft and advance their
education. They have shown their ability to attract and maintain clientele. They have demonstrated a
proficiency in their area of expertise.

LEVEL 3
MASTER STYLIST / MASTER NAIL TECHNICIAN / MASTER ESTHETICIAN
This person is a leader in our profession and has a high level of education, experience and clientele.
They are our team leaders who also mentor our newest staff members. They have proven excellence in
advanced hair and/or spa services.

LEVEL 4
STYLIST DIRECTOR / NAIL DIRECTOR / MASSAGE THERAPIST DIRECTOR / ESTHETICIAN DIRECTOR
These service providers have chosen our industry as a lifetime career. The Stylist Director is an
accredited colorist, perm and cutting expert, as well as proficient in color correction. The Nail Director,
Massage Therapist Director and Esthetician Director are also highly proficient and proven in her
services. They reach out to receive the very best in education so they can share their knowledge and
expertise with others. They attract and maintain faithful clientele and work at an exemplary level. They
are not only leaders, but also teachers and mentors for our newest staff.

LEVEL 5 & 6
MASTER STYLIST DIRECTOR / MASTER NAIL DIRECTOR / MASTER MASSAGE THERAPIST DIRECTOR /
MASTER ESTHETICIAN DIRECTOR
Master Stylist Director has chosen our industry as a vocation. They find joy and fulfillment in coaching,
mentoring, teaching, and training our newer staff members. They have traveled the world to receive the
very best education our industry has to offer. They have demonstrated excellence in guest satisfaction
as well as guest service. They work with a team of professionals to give you the best in talent and
service to insure your pleasure and satisfaction. The Master Stylist Director excels in every way.

